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2 of 2 review helpful I loved it This book gave a well balanced historical By Diane B Anderson I loved it This book 
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flair was sweet without being syrupy and I really began and historicalky accurate yet fun to read Ibato live and root for 
the characters Really well documented 2 of 2 review helpf Two Runs of Stone is an epic in historical ction set in the 
late 1800 s and is the result of fteen years of concerted effort Actual journals of some of the women and men who 
lived and died during the era provide the foundation of the work not to mention their Danish English and American 
ancestors As Book III of the series opens Peter Jensen and company are underway however not everyone in the 
original party decides to leave the outlaying plains of Atch About the Author Steven D Nielsen is a history buff and 
business owner He and his wife Susan are parents of ve children and ten grandchildren Houston Texas has been home 
for the past 40 years where Mr Nielsen has served in two bishoprics as Sco 
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